We analysis the symmetries of the reflection equation for open XY Z model and find their solutions K ± case by case. In the general open boundary conditions, the
Introduction
In the formalism of the quantum inverse scattering method (QISM), the integrability of a system with periodic boundary conditions is based on the Yang-Baxter equation [1, 2] .
Of central importance in the QISM is the R-matrix. Relying on the previous work of Cherednik [3] , Sklyanin generalized the QISM to system on a finite internal with independent boundary conditions on each end [4] . For such a system, the boundary conditions are defined by the operators K ± , which satisfy the so-called reflection equations (or called the boundary Yang-Baxter equations). The integrability conditions for systems with open boundary conditions are that both the Yang-Baxter equations and the reflection equations must be satisfied. Since Sklyanin's work, a lot of integrable models with open boundaries, both in quantum field theory and in statistical mechanics, as the Toda chain [4] , nonlinear
Schrödinger equation [4] , the A
2 spin chain with U q [SU (2) ] symmetry [5] , supersymmetric t−J model [6, 7] , sine-Gordon model [8] , A n−1 vertex models [9] , the XY Z model [4, 10, 11] , have been studied extensively.
In this paper, we will present the solutions K ± (u) to the reflection equations of open XY Z model. The solutions K ± (u) for XY Z model have been studied by de Vega, Gonzalez-Ruiz and Inami [10, 11] . However, we will persue a new procedure to the problem. Firstly, we analysis the symmetries of the component forms of the reflection equations for XY Z model and determine the equations to be solved. Then we study the chosen equations to get the solutions K ± case by case and their corresponding boundary terms in the Hamiltonians. For the case of trK + (0) = 0, we get a new K(u) that is not given in ref. [10] (see (2.18 ) and (2.25)). Furthermore, we find that several K-matrices may correspond to the same boundary terms if they differ by a scaling function satisfied some conditions. We expect our procedure and discussions to be helpful to the understanding of the role played by K-matrices in the description of a system. In the formalism of QISM, the systems described by the above Hamiltonians with boundary terms are integrable.
However , in the case of periodic boundary condition, there is an equivalent approach, which is called the Lax representation [2] , to the proof of the integrability of the system.
In this formalism, a model is said to be completely integrable if we can find a Lax pair such that the Lax equation is equivalent to the equation of motion of the model. Now, it is natural that one expect a variant of the Lax representation to systems with open boundary conditions. In fact, this has been done, for example, for the one-dimensional (1D) Heisenberg open XXZ chain [12] , the Hubbard model [13] . We will construct the Lax pair for the 1D open XY Z spin-chain.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, after briefly reviewing the R-matrix for the XY Z model, the corresponding Yang-Baxter equation and the reflection equations, we introduce the symmetries for the reflection equations and find the K-matrices case by case. In the second half of this section, we give the corresponding boundary terms for each solution K ± and discuss a symmetry of the general Hamiltonian for the open XY Z model. In section 3, we will construct the Lax pair for the XY Z model with general boundary conditions. We will make some discussions in the last section.
Solutions to the reflection equations for the XY Z model
The XY Z model is defined in terms of the Boltzmann weights given by the elliptic eightvertex solution of the Yang-Baxter equation:
Here R 12 (u) = R(u) ⊗ 1, R 23 (u) = 1 ⊗ R(u) . The R-matrix R(u) is given as follows:
where sn (and cn,dn in the formulas below) is the Jacobi elliptic function of modulus 0 ≤ k ≤ 1. For the properties of the R-matrix (2.2) see refs. [10, 11] .
To find boundary terms compatible with integrability, Sklyanin has introduced a pair of boundary K-matrices K ± [4] . K ± are the solutions of the following reflection equations:
where
Here we should note that equations (2.3) and (2.4) only hold for the symmetric R-matrix(i.e. R has both P and T symmetry). The R-matrix given in equation (2.2) is symmetric.
For a solution K − of the equation (2.3), then
gives the solution to the equation (2.4). So it is sufficient to consider the equations (2.3).
Let K − (u) be of the following form:
For the R-matrix (2.2), the equation (2.3) in component forms is equivalent to the following 12 equations:
and
After analyzing the system of the equations (2.7) -(2.12), we find that there are three kinds of symmetries for the solutions of equation (2.3). In view of the relation among c i , d i , e i (i = 1, 2)
two equations in (2.7) and (2.8) are equivalent, respectively. Because of this fact and the above symmetries, we only need choose four equations from equations (2.7)-(2.12) in order to solve the reflection equation (2.3). In the following, we will take the first equation of (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.11), respectively. Of the four chosen equations, three equations are necessary to determine the K − due to the symmetry (A). The fourth equation may be as the consistency condition for the solutions of the three equations.
The solutions can be classified according to whether a 1 and a 2 equal to zero or not. If assuming a 2 = 0, we differentiate both sides of the first equation of (2.7) with respect to the spectral variable v and set u = v, then we get the following equation
Similarly, assuming a 1 = 0,one also has
if we differentiate both sides of the first equation of (2.8) with respect to v and set u = v.
Now we solve the four equations chosen above case by case. The procedure we adopt below is the same as that in refs. [10, 11] . We give the main results in the following.
Case (a): a 1 = 0. Using the first equation of (2.8), we have a 4 = 0. The nontrivial cases correspond to a 2 = 0 and a 3 = 0 which come from the first equation of (2.7). It has the following two subcases.
From equation (2.15) and the symmetry (A), we obtain 
here λ − is an arbitrary constant.
Case (b): a 2 = 0. From the first equation of (2.7), we have a 3 = 0, so the nontrivial cases are those of a 1 = 0 and a 4 = 0 from the first equation of (2.8).Here we also have two subcases.
Subcase (b1):
( (2.16) and the symmetry (A), we get
Considering the symmetry (A) and integrating equation (2.16),
we have
here ξ − is an arbitrary constant.
Case (c): a 1 = 0, a 2 = 0.Using the first equation of (2.7) and (2.8), respectively, we know that a 3 = 0, a 4 = 0. For this case, we may have following four subcases.
Using the first equation of (2.9), we get two K − solutions:
where α − , β − are two arbitrary constants.
Subcase (c2): (
Solving the first equation of (2.9), we have the following solution,
here ξ − and α − are two arbitrary constants.
Taking u 4 = ε 1 u 1 and solving the first equation of (2.9), we get two K − solutions,
here µ − , λ − are two arbitrary constants.
Subcase (c4): (
.This is the most general case. Now we first have to integrate equations (2.15) and (2.16), then insert the results into the first equation of (2.9). Upon the use of the symmetry (A), we find that K − has the following form:
here ξ − , µ − , λ − are arbitrary constants.
Note that the subcases (a1),(b1) and (c1) are discussed in ref. [10] , while the subcase (c4) is studied in ref. [11] .
Now we consider the boundary terms corresponding to the K-matrices given in equa- 
where K − (0) −1 in the second term is introduced for the case when K − (0) = 1, r(η) = snη and the two-site Hamiltonian H n,n+1 is given by
then as pointed out in ref.
[10], we will not have a well defined Hamiltonian (2.27) from the first derivative of the transfer matrix. In this case, we may obtain a Hamiltonian from the second derivative of the transfer matrix. Only when the condition
holds for the K-matrix, will such a Hamiltonian be that with nearest-neighbor interactions. Otherwise, it will contain terms that couple every pair of sites in the bulk with the boundary, i.e. the Hamiltonian is non-local [10, 14] . The condition (2.29) holds for the K-matrices given in equations (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), (2.22) and (2.25), but the condition (2.30) does not hold for these K-matrices. Due to the above reason, therefore, we will not discuss the Hamiltonians corresponding to these K-matrices below.
Now we focus on the case of trK + (0) = 0. Using the equations (2.2) and (2.8), the first term in the equation (2.27), which describes the bulk properties of the XY Z model, is given as follows, and their corresponding K + -matrices are of the following form,
with coefficients A ± , B ± , C ± being as follows, respectively,
(f or subcase (b2)) (2.34)
(f or subcase (c1)) (2.35)
(f or subcase (c2)) (2.36)
(f or subcase (c3)) (2.37)
It is easy to see that the equation (2.20) These two factors satisfies the conditions for the scaling factor f (u) above. The equations (2.21) and (2.23), therefore, correspond to the same boundary terms upon taking ξ − = K, ξ + = −K; the same holds for the equations (2.24) and (2.26).
In closing this section, we make a remark on the symmetry of the Hamiltonian (2.27).
It follows from the equations (2.31) and (2.33) that the Hamiltonian is transposition invariant if we make any replacement given below,
(2.40)
In the next section, we will find that the second replacement is very useful for the con- chain. For the 1D system with N sites, the general form of the the Hamiltonian is given by the equations (2.27), (2.31) and (2.33) [11] ,
2)
The equations of motion for the system (3.1) are given as follows,
In order to rewrite equations above in the Lax form, we consider the following operator version of an auxiliary linear problem,
14) 15) where u is the spectral parameter which does not depend on the time t, L n (u), M n (u), Q 1 (u) and Q N (u) are called the Lax pair. Q 1 (u) and Q N (u) are responsible for the boundary conditions. The consistency conditions for the equations (3.12)-(3.15) are the following Lax equations: 
21)
and 3.25) provided that the following correspondences hold
under the transposition. Here the superscript t denotes the transposion of a matrix.
Note that (σ , it is straightforward to show that the conditions (3.26) and (3.27) hold. So if we get the solutions for a (+) ij , using (3.25) the expressions for a (−) ij are also obtained. After a lengthy calculations, the expressions for a 
Remarks and discussions
In this paper, based on the analysis of the symmetries of the reflection equations, we present their solutions for the open XY Z model case by case. We realised that both diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the K-matrices have contributions to the boundary terms of the Hamiltonian, and a specific scaling factor does not affect the properties of the system. Furthermore, we construct the Lax pair for the open XY Z model to show its integrability in another way. We believe that our procedure to the solutions of the reflection equations can be applied to other problems. Recently, the classification of sixvertex, eight-vertex solutions of the coloured Yang-Baxter equation has been given [16, 17] ,
